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Abstract : For the Hurwitz zeta function ),( αζ s , we show that for an integer 0≥m , 
),( αζ m− , is a polynomial in α  by using integration method unlike   our earlier paper 
(with the same title), where we have proved the result by power series (in α ) method. 
However the expression for ( ) mss s −=∂∂ ),( αζ  contains a term involving an integral, which 
cannot be computed explicitly. Consequently, Riemann zeta values at positive even integer 
arguments can be evaluated without involving Bernoulli numbers and those , at positive 
odd integer arguments cannot be computed explicitly. We also have corresponding results 
for Dirichlet L-series. 
Keywords : Hurwitz/Riemann zeta function, Dirichlet L-series, Taylor series, Bernoulli 
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for 1>σ  and its analytic continuation . For an integer 1≥q , let (modχ  )q  be a Dirichlet 
character and let ),( χsL  be the corresponding Dirichlet L-series so that  
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and Theorem 2 (independent of each other) , which we state below as  Proposition 1 and 
Proposition 2  respectively . 
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Proposition 2 : We have for any integer 1≥m and any complex α , 
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                Propositions 1 and 2 were obtained by considering the Taylor series expansion of the 
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analytic function ),( αζ s (for a fixed s) as a function of α  about 1 for 11 <−α ; and the Taylor 
series of )1,( αζ +s  about α  for 1<α  respectively . In the case of Proposition 2, putting 
.,.........3,2,1=m  therein successively, we get the polynomial expression in α  for 
.......),........,2(),,1(),,0( αζαζαζ −−  respectively.  However, we shall see that the expression for 
),(' αζ m−  for any integer 0≥m ,  contains a term involving an integral, which cannot be 
computed and thus for 0≥m , ),(' αζ m− cannot be computed explicitly and thus, following 
Lemma 0 below (which is Lemma 3 of author [1]), we cannot compute explicitly )12( +nζ  for 
any integer 1≥n ; or we cannot compute ),( χnL , when an integer 1>n  and (modχ  q) are of 
opposite parity. 
               We need following lemmas . 
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II) If )(modqχ is an even, primitive character, then we for 0≥m .
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III) If )(modqχ is an odd, primitive character, then we have for 1≥m , 
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Lemma 1 : Let 21][)( −−= uuuψ , where [u] is integral part of a real variable u. 
If 0,0 >> xσ and 10 ≤< α , then we have 
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That is , ),(' αζ s , the derivative of ),( αζ s  with respect to s , can be obtained by term by 
differentiation (with respect to s) of the expression for ),( αζ s  above in Lemma 1 (I). This 
result is valid for higher order derivatives ( with respect to s) too. It is pertinent to note that in 
author [2] , we have proved that the power series (in α ) of )1,(' αζ +s  can be obtained by term-
by-term differentiation (with respect to s) of the power series in α of )1,( αζ +s . 
Our Lemma 1 (I) partly illustrates the more general  principle that if ∑∞
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analytic function of s in some right half  plane of the complex plane, where ),( suf  is a smooth 
function of u  on an interval ),( 0 ∞u  for some 00 ≥u , and of complex variable s,  then the 
analytic continuation , functional equation or approximate function of F(s) if any, can be 
obtained by using just two facts namely,  
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Proof :  I) The proof  follows by considering for 1>σ , 
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For x>0 and for 10 ≤< α , note that 1−>−αx .
 By Euler’s summation formula, we have for 1>σ , 
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The proof of I) follows now. 
II) We consider for 1>σ  and for 0>x ,  
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Corollary of  Lemma 1 :  Choosing 1=x  we have for 0>σ .
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               Next, we state our Theorem. In what follows, ),(),(' αζαζ ss s∂∂≡  and the empty sum 
will stand for zero .
Theorem : Let 0≥r  and 1≥N  be integers. For any integer 1≥ and  for 10 ≤< α , let
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Note : The statement of Theorem is to be understood under  the convention that empty sum 
stands for 0 and empty product stands for 1 . Thus, the expression for ),(' αζ s  can be 
obtained by term-by-term differentiation (with respect to s) of  the expression for ),( αζ s  and 
by differentiating under integral sign , if necessary .
               Replacing 0≥r  by 0≥m  and by letting ms −→  from right, we have the following 
Corollary .
Corollary : We have for any integer 0≥m , 
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Proof : By Lemma 1, for 0>σ  and for 10 ≤< α  and on choosing 1≥= Nx  an integer, 
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On integration by parts, we have for 1>σ , 
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 Continuing in this manner ,  on integration by parts, we have 
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Next, we choose N=1. Letting rs −→  from right through real values and noting that the last 
term involving the integral vanishes and on replacing r by m, we get 
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II) By Lemma 1 on replacing x by an integer 1≥N , we have for 0>σ ,
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This results in the expression for ),(' αζ s  as stated in statement II) of our Theorem.
Proof of corollary : 1) Consider the expression I) of ),( αζ s  for r−>σ  and for 10 ≤< α . We 
let rs −→  from right through real values. Note that the last term (having integral as a factor) 
varishes for rs −= , as this term has zero as a factor. Replacing r by m, we get  the expression for 
),( αζ m− .
2) Consider the expression II) of ),(' αζ s  for r−>σ  and for 10 ≤< α . Consider last two terms 
involving integrals in this expression, when rs −→  from right through real values. Note that the
 last term vanishes for rs −= , as it has zero as a factor . As rs −→ , the last but one term 
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Remaining first three terms of ),(' αζ s  can be dealt with easily. Replacing r by m, we get the 
above expression for ),(' αζ m− . 
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